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Abstract 
This master thesis is exploring Beekeepers usage of Internet of Things, or “Internet 
of Bees”. 

Since most of the prior contributions are focusing on data gathering, the approach to 
focus on the users needs is central to take next steps in the field of using IoT for 
Beekeeping. 

After the introduction a chapter with an overview of current research and 
commercial solutions are presented. This is followed by a quantitative study with 
222 responds, answering what beekeepers like to know about their bees, what 
platforms used by end users and what the beekeeper as a user expects. 

An demo of an existing commercial system is set up in real conditions, describing 
how to mount and configure a demo. Communication, synchronization and 
presentation is described. A closed user interface and a public user interface are a 
part of the demonstration. Potential users of this technique are interviewed to gain 
better understanding of users opinion of the demo. This is followed by another demo 
using a free of charge app where sound analysis processed with AI is tested.  

This thesis explains what beekeepers as users of Internet of Things could gain added 
value to their beekeeping. 
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1 Introduction 
“As usual when it comes to beekeepers there are as many answers as 
beekeepers” (Albertsson, 2017). 

  

Honey Bees (apis melifiera) are important for pollination of crops1. Honeybees 
produce different functionalities in our ecosystem, where the two main outcomes are 
the pollination of crops1 and honey (Fessenden, 2015).  There are other products 
from the bees including Royal Jelly, Pollen and Propolis that are produced by bees. 
(Livsmedelsverket, 2017). 

Bees are important for the global food supply, as the quantity and quality of food are 
increased by pollination, and honeybees are a major pollinator (Garratt, et.al., 2014). 
Crops, including fruits like strawberries are dependent on pollination from bees 
(Klatt, et al., 2013).   

The products that are produced by bees need to be harvested and handled from the 
beehives, normally done by a beekeeper. The beekeeper either keeps bees as a 
hobby or as a profession where the outcome is important. 

Since many years humans have tried to harvest honey from the bees, a proof of 
activities are old cave paintings (approx. 8000-9000 years old), (Fabricius 
Kristiansen, 2017, p. 16), (Fessenden, 2015).  An important technical improvement 
introduced by Lorenzo Lorraine Langstroth is the standardized squared frames 
(called Langstroth frames), the space between frames are important for rational 
handling. The other technical improvement is the queen excluder, which makes a 
“barrier” between the area where the queen lay eggs, and the other side of the 
barrier where only worker bees (smaller) can pass. The queen excluder makes boxes 
with only honey, and no eggs, easier to handle for the beekeeper. These two 
improvements made beekeeping easier and more efficient to produce honey (Crane, 
1990, p. 15).  

The bees are normally kept in hives, consisting of “houses”. Inside the hive there are 
frames with cells of wax. The wax is a product of the bees. In a cell the bees can 
store pollen, honey or have a new bee produced. The bees are produced by the 
queen, which lay eggs in cells, and then the worker bees are feeding the egg to 
become a bee in 21 days2. 

                                                   
1 https://alltombiodling.se/pollinering/ 
2 http://galwaybeekeepers.com/bees-life-cycle/ 
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The number of beekeepers increases3 from year 2008 to year 2017 members of SBR 
(Sveriges Biodlares Riksförbund), the national beekeeper's association in Sweden 
increased from 9434 to 12782 people4. This is an increase of ~35% over 9 years. 

Beekeepers can be divided into beekeepers having bees as a hobbies and beekeepers 
that are professional, making a living of the beekeeping, (Connor, 2015). Since there 
is a definition of types of beekeepers, there are some important differences. If you 
plan to make your living from bees, you need to make sure to get enough income 
from beekeeping activities, which addresses the need for rational handling of “the 
business”. Due to higher cost of labour, the tools and techniques are more advanced, 
more efficient (Crane, 1990, p. 17). 

Beekeepers can be divided into different categories; professional, hobbyists, or part-
time beekeepers (Chauzat et. al, 2013). There are many non-professional 
beekeepers, a paper from 1979 (Gnädinger, 1979) and the study by Chauzat et al. 
2013 confirms that there are many hobby beekeepers. In this master thesis it's also 
confirmed the hobby beekeepers are the big group, see chapter 4 in this thesis. There 
are different definitions of professional or non-professional. The “professional” is 
described as “number of colonies” or ” main income” or “other” or “none”, 
(Chauzat, Cauquill, Franco, Hendrikx, & Riebiere-Chabert, 2013, p. 5). 

The high proportion of non-professional beekeepers and the number of colonies per 
beekeeper were the only common characteristics at European level, (Chauzat, 
Cauquill, Franco, Hendrikx, & Riebiere-Chabert, 2013, p. 12). This fact need to be 
taken into consideration, that the main group when it comes to beekeepers are not 
mandatory to make a living from their beekeeping. 

Today beehives are placed not only on the traditional countryside, but also in the 
cities5. The reason could probably be that people are becoming more aware of the 
positive side of honeybees. 

A main part of beekeeping is the manual inspection of beehives, a “craftsmanship” 
where the person doing the activities must understand the nature, what to observe 
and what to actions to take. Reading books, papers can helpful, especially for 
understanding, but when it comes to observation, judgments, comparison, and 
actions, experience will help the beekeeper to do a better job.  

The manual inspection of a beehive is assumed to be done by a beekeeper or a group 
of beekeepers wearing protective clothes. The aim of a visit to the beehive, are 
observation, probably some decision-making from observations, and some actions. 
Depending on the time of year6, there are different activities in the beehive, also the 
local weather conditions affect the activities. Beekeepers are normally doing manual 
inspections of their hives, to check weight, health etc. To observe the bee health, the 

                                                   
3 http://www.natursidan.se/nyheter/allt-fler-biodlare-i-sverige/ 
4 https://www.biodlarna.se/app/uploads/2018/03/Medlemsutveckling-2008-2017.pdf 
5 http://www.beeproduction.se/bees-bikupa-pa-kungliga-operans-tak/ 
6 https://www.omlet.co.uk/guide/bees/bee_season/ 
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reproduction is always interesting (Delaplane, 2010). So, checking for eggs, pupae 
and cells of bees are central when it comes to observation (Fabricius Kristiansen, 
2017). The number of eggs/larvae/pupae need to be put in context of the time of 
year, the natures current situation and the specific beehives specific situation. If 
there are eggs, a queen is present, if the pupae are “normal” it's a mated queen 
laying eggs. If you don't have fresh eggs during active season, there are probably a 
problem, then you need to locate a queen visually, and probably take some action to 
provide a new queen.  Another thing to observe is, if there are pollen and nectar 
present in the nature, one could expect a lively colony, with many bees, much 
honey, some of it already. The weight of the hive is interesting during the whole 
year, are there enough food during low season, and how much honey can I expect? 
During winter time, a beekeeper can feel the heat under the top of the roof(separated 
by plastic to avoid stinging), which indicates a healthy society. 

 

This thesis will explore the possibilities of IoT (Internet of Things) in beekeeping 
for enhancing or substituting manual inspection of hives from a user-centered 
perspective.    

The usage of Internet of Things “IoT” have evolved into a technique that have many 
possibilities (Khan, Khan, Zaheer, & Khan, 2012), (Oliveira & Rodrigues, 2011). In 
the field of Beekeeping, the usage so far is focusing on Wireless Sensor Networks, 
called WSN (Kridi, de Carvalho, & Gomes, 2014), (Oliveira & Rodrigues, 2011). 
The idea with WSN is to build a network of sensors, to collect data for further 
processing. 

Exploring the possibilities with modern technologies like Internet of Things in 
combination with the user’s needs is the theme for this master thesis. The user is 
probably a beekeeper wanting to know more metrics of the hives. Another typical 
user could be a potential beekeeper, or a nature/food interested person.  

A terminology used is “Internet of Bees”, combining Internet of Things with 
Beekeeping. The article7 by Make: magazine made inspiration to this project and 
some initial idea of where to start. Even of the specific mentioned technology is not 
used in this project, the concept explained; Internet of Bees is central for this thesis. 

In a conference contribution by Zogovic, Mladenovic, & Rašić, 2017, they come up 
with a historic categorization of the evolution of beekeeping. Four phases was 
presented on a timeline. Traditional Beekeeping was before “modern hives”, where 
the nests or hives was mostly one big unit (Fessenden, 2015). The following phase, 
Rational Beekeeping have a greater understanding of the nature, the contributions 
by Lorenzo Langstroth which led to standardized boxes and the egg producing 
queen separated from the expansion of the hive to avoid eggs in the honey 
department (Zogovic, Mladenovic, & Rašić, 2017, p. 38). This is the type of 
“rational beekeeping” is established in Sweden today. The use of analog scales 
under beehives to do analysis is not new, but using digital scales is a new 

                                                   
7 https://makezine.com/projects/bees-sensors-monitor-hive-health/ 
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phenomenon, and technology made the work easier (P.  Kristiansen, personal 
communication, August 14, 20´18). The users that have been aware of the 
technology are the ones that had use of the information.  

The following phase described by Zogovic, Mladenovic, & Rašić, 2017 are 
“precision beekeeping”. Precision beekeeping is important for this thesis, since it is 
the key point of using IoT in Beekeeping. Techniques like WSN or IoT are used to 
gain greater understanding of the beehive. The process can be described by using 
Boyd’s OODA loop (Brehmer, 2005; Atwood, 2007). The idea of OODA which 
stands for Observe, Orient, Decide, Act is an infinite loop of actions, and can be 
described in Figure 1. From the beginning the concept behind OODA came from 
military, it is useful part to illustrate the key concepts of the process ongoing in 
beekeeping. Zogovic, Mladenovic, & Rašić, 2017 uses the OODA model, and states 
“Data are collected manually in observe/monitoring phase and current Precision 
Beekeeping efforts are mostly focused on that phase”, and points out that a user can 
make better decisions using better observations. Also in traditional beekeeping the 
same loop have been used, but with manual inspection instead of using electronics 
like IoT devices. 

 
Figure 1- OODA Model 

Using IoT enabled devices for monitoring beehives makes the work of collecting 
data more efficient. Since the observed beehives might be on distant places, its 
preferred to use technology to record and to transfer data (Fitzgerald, Muphy, 
Wright, Whelan, & Popovici, 2015, p. 2).  

The last phase described by Zogovic, Mladenovic, & Rašić, 2017 are “Cyber 
Physical Beekeeping” are not a part of this thesis. The idea behind CPB is to collect 
and use big amount of data, from single bees to worldwide information about bees, 
and make decisions from the best understanding. 

Development of embedded electronics like Arduino and raspberry pi have created 
new opportunities to have a low cost, standardized device to use as IoT device. The 
operating system and/or development environment are fast-forward for a developer 
used to common techniques including Linux, c programming, libraries and modules. 
Using these small but still powerful devices in field conditions need some sort of 
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physical boxes, and proofed concepts for part, libraries etc. Power is another 
important limit, due to the usage of rechargeable batteries and solar cells, the power 
issue is easier to solve. Communication to the Internet, is crucial for IoT devices. 
Using standardized protocol like IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) and mobile networks like 
LTE (4G) are a way to connect these IoT devices to the Internet. Also, using wired 
networks like fiber optic cables are an alternative for communication. The price tag 
of the techniques is probably different and constantly changing.  

In all IoT device, there will be a user, or many users. The user might be other 
devices in ecosystems of devices. Somehow there must be a human user, a 
beekeeper in this context. What does the user want to know? What does the user 
want to do? What help do the user want? And how would the user like to interact 
with the system/data/devices?  
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1.1 Research questions 
 

The research questions for this thesis are 

RQ1: What solutions are available in the field of IoT for Beekeeping?  

 

RQ2: What information from sensors do beekeepers think are important to know 
about their bees? 

 

RQ3: How can information about beehives be presented in a way that satisfies 
beekeepers needs? 

 

The first research question is needed to have an introduction to the subject, since it 
encourages a look in the previous contributions in academic papers, where scientist 
is using measurement devices to have digital representation of a status of beehive. 
Another part that need to be researched are the commercial and open source 
solutions aiming to provide potential users with solutions.  

If the first question looks at the direction of what’s potentially available, the second 
questions ask the potential user what they need? In business it’s very important to 
have the offer that the customer like to buy. So, what are the information that 
beekeepers want to have, or more precise what would they need to get help with, 
using IoT? Since Beekeepers are a specific group of users with their own demands 
and problem, the best to ask about beekeeper’s needs are beekeepers.  

If we know what beekeepers wants to know, and what information is available, the 
next question is about the visualization and presentation of the information. An 
issue here are also data availability. How will the users like to use the information, 
will the user come to the information? Are there a need to have alarm systems? How 
about comparison of data from different areas or colonies? 
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2 Methodology 
The methodology for this thesis is split into four parts. To investigate the research 
questions, some different approaches are needed. The first approach is a literature 
review, done in Chapter 3 “Internet of Bees today – State of the art”, where a review 
of current research and other commercial/open source projects are presented. The 
second approach is a survey, presented in chapter 4. In the following chapter, 
(chapter5,) a demo setup is described, followed by interviews with test users. 

2.1  Literature review 
A literature review is performed in this thesis to provide a background of existing 
research and technology. This review is done by searching in search engines like 
Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library etc. By starting to search with 
search terms like “beekeeping”, “IoT”, “sensors” etc., gives relevant hits, which are 
then read, evaluated to the context of the subject. By reading papers and 
highlighting interesting facts, checking sources, and what those authors have 
published more resources are found.  

During the process of writing this thesis, many articles have been found and if the 
article added some value it is a part of this thesis. The findings for the background 
chapter are categorized as academic contributions or commercial solutions. The 
summary gives information of key concepts, see Table 1 for the academic findings 
and table 2 for the commercial solutions.  

2.2 Survey 
To get a better understanding of the target user’s needs, habits and attitudes, a 
quantitative approach was used. This means a form was created (APPENDIX 1), 
and distributed on Social Media, on a specific group; “Biodlare — Beekeepers”. 

The selected group have 8000+ members and have a short description “Biodling, 
Beekeeping”. The group is active with typical discussions about bees, hives, 
problems, ideas etc. The form was written in Swedish since the most discussion in 
the group are in Swedish, its assumed mostly Swedish beekeepers. There is no 
follow up about country/region of the participant in the questionnaire.  

An assumption is made, that the social media group members are probably 
beekeepers, the assumption is followed up in question1 on the form. Another factor 
of a beekeeper are the aim and interest of beekeeping. To follow up this, a question 
about if the experience is asked, where alternatives where given; professional, 
established, beginner, not yet a beekeeper.  

The form was made using Google Forms, it was written in Swedish, since the 
discussions in the group are mostly in Swedish. See APPENDIX 1 for details about 
questions. The questionnaire did get 222 responds.  

Since the Google forms platform have the ability to follow the responses, and 
summary in real time, it was noticed the result did not change much from the time 
with 130 responses to 222 responses.  
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2.3 Demo/test/proof of concept 
A demo of an existing product was set up. First the different product in Table 2 was 
evaluated, and from their abilities and properties a specific product was selected to 
do a field test. The product was bought, the shipment arrived, and the testing could 
begin. Manuals from the manufacturer was used to mount the device correctly. This 
is described in chapter 5. The test was conducted in field conditions, using real hive 
with alive bees. Handling the physical mounting and inspection was done using 
protective clothes. 

2.4 Interviews   
When the demo was available and some data was captured and presented, 
interviews were held with existing beekeepers. The respondents were selected from 
the local beekeeper's foundation, and all the respondents voluntarily participated. 
The interviews were done after the demo was shown, and the system overview was 
explained. Semi Structured interviews with predefined open questions was used, the 
target was to get feedback from real potential users, if this test satisfies the users 
needs? And to see if the needs matched the results of the survey and to help to 
answer research. 

The question used for the semi structured interviews were 

1. Describe yourself as beekeeper (profession, number of years, hives etc.)? 
2. Have you ever thought/seen the need for this solution? 
3. Do you understand the demo? The approach, graphs etc? 
4. Are the graphs relevant? 
5. Would you have any usage of this approach of a system? 
6. Would you like to add something? 

 Notes were taken during the interviews. 

2.5 Improvement and feedback session 
After the demo and interviews, a couple of mock-ups was done. The problems 
found in the interviews with demo users was used to add to existing demo. After 
evaluation of the interviews from demo users, a system diagram and an improved 
graph was shown to have something definitive to have feedback from. The feedback 
was given from a small group of users.  
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3 Internet of Bees today – state of the art 
There are existing relevant articles in the subject of IoT in beekeeping. There are 
many projects focusing on collecting data and some of them also aimed towards 
end-users (beekeepers that are not scientists or IT professionals). In this field of 
research there are different approaches, the data captured varies, the method used 
varies and the presentation of data are done in different ways. 

This chapter provides an overview of the state of-the-art in the field of Internet of 
Things and Beekeeping. The results from the literature review are organized and 
presented in Table 1, while the existing commercial solutions are presented in Table 
2. The table consist of not only the authors as a reference, but also What data are 
collected, if it's a prototype/idea/experiment or other type of study. The data 
acquisition method is interesting since the communication is a vital part of IoT. 
Finally, a column for what way the data is presented to the user, if it is presented. 

The technique to transfer data are also listed in table 1, the level of details differ, but 
can be wired or wireless, using specific technic or more general ones like “Internet 
or GPRS”. 

Since most of the projects in Table1 are focusing on logging data rather than 
presenting data, numbers of apps/portals are limited to primitive version or 
prototypes.  

In the Table2, the commercial solutions are listed. In table 2, the company/URL, 
what is measured, how it’s communicated, how it’s presented, if its shareable and 
the price of the artifact is presented. Subscription prices are not a part of this study. 

Data collection from beehives, especially using IoT devices is a central part of this 
chapter. In Table 1 different contributions are listed and categorized. The oldest are 
from 1931 as a manual study, are relevant since it describes the scientist interest in 
researching bees and bee colonies. 

Different sensors are used to measure and quantify the bees or the beehives. The 
most used are temperature and weight. Temperature indicates an active brood which 
is a sign of health. The weight can be used to see increase or decrease in weight of 
hive or biomass. The weight indicates how much food available, how much honey 
produced, especially comparing weight over time, and compared between different 
hives/units.  

Analyzing the sound of a beehive can give an indication of health indicators, 
especially activities related to the queen bee such as swarming, multiple queens or 
no queen present in a colony.  

Counting bees are interesting when quantifying how many bees are lost in the fields, 
due to modern agriculture with pesticides that might be harmful it can be a valuable 
proof of problem, to do measurement, probably using many images/streams of hive 
entrance, to analyze using algorithms.  
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Humidity is a factor often used in combination with temperature. An accelerometer 
is used to detect if the hive is moving, to detect human interaction or natural cause 
such as heavy wind forcing the hive to be moved/flipped etc. 

Measuring Carbon oxide or Oxygen level of a hive can be useful in the area of 
biology. However, all different types of measurements end up in data, that can have 
conjunction to the area of interest for a specific user.  

Table 1 - Previous research/projects 

Author Collected 
Data/Sensor 
(T=Temperature, 

W= Weight,  

S= Sound, 

 H= Humidity, 

C=Count, 

A=Accelerometer, 

CO2=Carbon 

Dioxide) 

Type  Data 
acquisition 
method 

Presentation/po
rtal 

(Zacepins 
& 
Karasha, 
2013) 

T Test Wired, 
Temp08, 

n/a 

(Stalidsza
ns, 
Bilinksis, 
& 
Berzonis, 
2002) 

T Scientific study Wired n/a 

(Dunham, 
1931) 

T Manual study manual n/a 

(Fitzgerald
, Muphy, 
Wright, 
Whelan, & 
Popovici, 
2015) 

S Scientific study Wireless, 
ZigBee 

n/a 

(He, Wu, 
& 
Schmitz, 
2018) 

T, H Prototype Wireless? n/a 

(Dogan, 
Akbal, 
Ozmen 
Koca, & 
Balta, 
2017) 

T, H,W,C Idea 
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Author Collected 
Data/Sensor 
(T=Temperature, 

W= Weight,  

S= Sound, 

 H= Humidity, 

C=Count, 

A=Accelerometer, 

CO2=Carbon 

Dioxide) 

Type  Data 
acquisition 
method 

Presentation/po
rtal 

(Gil-
Lebrero, 
o.a., 2017) 

T,H,W Solution for 
researching 

Xbee n/a 

(Edwards 
Murphy, 
Magno, 
Padraig, & 
Popovici, 
2015) 

T,H,CO2/O2 prototype XBee/ZigBe
e 

Graphs, no 
portal. 

(Zacepins, 
Meitalovs, 
Komasilov
s, & 
Stalidzans, 
2011) 

T prototype Temp08(wir
ed) 

Web interface 
prototype 

(Giammari
ni, o.a., 
2015) 

T,H,S,A,W,C
O2, 

Research 
platform/explora
tion. 

I2C, 
RS485(wire
d) 

n/a 

(Phillips, 
Blum, 
Brown, & 
Baurley, 
2014) 

? Experiment ? ? 

(Vidrascu, 
Svasta, & 
Vladescu, 
2016) 

T,H,W,Tilt, S Experiment Wi-Fi n/a 

(Meitalovs
, 
Histjajevs, 
& 
Staildzans, 
2009) 

T Experiment Temp08, 
wired 

Research a 

(Zacepins 
& 
Karasha, 
2012) 

T Prototype Wired Basic web portal 
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Author Collected 
Data/Sensor 
(T=Temperature, 

W= Weight,  

S= Sound, 

 H= Humidity, 

C=Count, 

A=Accelerometer, 

CO2=Carbon 

Dioxide) 

Type  Data 
acquisition 
method 

Presentation/po
rtal 

(Kridi, de 
Carvalho, 
& Gomes, 
2014) 

T Experiment, 
Model 

n/a n/a 

(Bencsik, 
o.a., 2011) 

Vibrations Experiment, 
Model 

n/a n/a 

(Chen, 
Wang, 
Jiang, & 
Yang, 
2015) 

Infrared Prototype, 
experiment 

Wi-Fi n/a 

(Kridi, de 
Carvalho, 
& Gomes, 
2016) 

T Prototype, 
experiment 

Xbee n/a 

(Tashakko
ri & 
Ghadiri, 
2015) 

Image Experiment, 
model 

n/a n/a 

(Zacepins, 
Kviesis, 
Pecka, & 
Osadcuks, 
2017) 

T Experiment, 
prototype 

GPRS prototype 

(Murphy, 
Srbinovski
, Magno, 
Popovici, 
& Whelan, 
2015) 

S, T, H Experimental 
design 

n/a prototype 

(Kviesis, 
Zacepins, 
& Riders, 
2015) 

T, Experiment, 
decision model 

Internet n/a 
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Author Collected 
Data/Sensor 
(T=Temperature, 

W= Weight,  

S= Sound, 

 H= Humidity, 

C=Count, 

A=Accelerometer, 

CO2=Carbon 

Dioxide) 

Type  Data 
acquisition 
method 

Presentation/po
rtal 

(Rybin, 
Butusov, 
Karimov, 
Belkin, & 
Kozak, 
2017) 

S Experiment, 
Neural Networks 

GPRS n/a 

(Balta, 
Dogan, 
Ozmen 
Koca, & 
Akbal, 
2017) 

T,H,W, 
Number of 
bees, 

System model Internet App prototype 

(Qandour, 
Ahmad, 
Habibi, & 
Leppard, 
2014) 

Sound model n/a n/a 

(Ferrrari, 
SIlva, 
Guarrino, 
& 
Berckman
s, 2008) 

T, H, Sound Model Wired? n/a 

(Tashakori
, 
Hernandez
, Ghadiri, 
Ratzloff, 
& 
Crawford, 
2017) 

Images Prototype Internet n/a 

(Zacepins, 
et.al., 
2016) 

Sound, W,T Systematic 
overview 

Internet web 
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Author Collected 
Data/Sensor 
(T=Temperature, 

W= Weight,  

S= Sound, 

 H= Humidity, 

C=Count, 

A=Accelerometer, 

CO2=Carbon 

Dioxide) 

Type  Data 
acquisition 
method 

Presentation/po
rtal 

(VORNIC
U & 
OLAH, 
2004) 

T,H prototype RS485(wire
d) 

windows 

(Stalidzan
s & 
Berzonis, 
2013) 

T Scientific cables n/a 
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Table 2 - Available commercial solutions 

Company 
Website URL 

Sensors Communi
cation 

UI Shar
ing 

Price 

Solutionbee 
http://solutionbee.com/ 

Weight, 
outside 
temperatur
e 

NFC, 
optionally 
with data 
collector 
using 3G 
network. 

App 
web 

no $290 

3BEE 
https://www.3bee.it/en/hi
ve-tech/ 

Sound, 
inhive 
temperatur
e, 
humidity, 
weight, 
scents 

3G/ App n/a n/a 

BeeMonitor using 
OpenEnergyMonitor 
https://beemonitor.org/ 

Inhive+ou
tside 
Temp+Hu
midity 

433Mhz+
Wi-Fi 

web api $155+ 

BeeSmart 
https://beesmarttechnolo
gies.com 

Inhive 
Temp, 
Acceloro
meter, 
Humidity, 
Sound. 
Available 
to add a 
scale 
(+$299) 

Wi-Fi web n/a $189 
+$299 

Arnia Inhive 
temp, 
weight, 
activity 

 
WEB 
APP 

n/a $380 

Broodminder 
https://broodminder.com/ 

Inhive 
temp, 
outside 
temp, 
weight 
with extra 
Communi
cation 
gateway 

BLE+Wi-
Fi/3G 

Web Yes $289 
+ 
$389 
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Company 
Website URL 

Sensors Communi
cation 

UI Shar
ing 

Price 

Optical LTD 
SMSSCALES 
http://www.smsvaga.com
/index.php/en/ 

weight SMS SMS SMS $210 

Osbehives 
https://www.osbeehives.c
om/ 

Temperatu
re, 
Humidity,
Sound 

Wi-Fi 
  

$199 

Osbehives app Sound 
(using 
your 
smartphon
e) 

Internet n/a n/a - 

BeeAnd.me 
http://new.beeand.me/# 

Temperatu
re, Weight 

?  

? 

? n/a 

Zygi  
http://zygi.gr/en/ 

Weight, 
outside 
sound, 
outside 
temperatur
e 

3G/SMS/? Web/andr
oid/sms(3 
recipients
) 

sms €270 

Capaz 
https://bienenwaage.de/e
nglisch/Start.html 

Weight, 
outside 
temp,rain 
etc 

SMS/GRP
S 

SMS/port
al 

? n/a 

  

 

3.1 What type of information can be extracted? 
Using IoT devices in beekeeping produces information. A further look into what 
potential problem a beekeeper can have and the data to look at for doing analytics is 
presented here. 

3.1.1  Detecting active queen, brood 
By using temperature sensors there is established the temperature of the brood are 
constant (Dunham, 1931). The bee year is divided into different periods and the 
temperature in the center of the brood are kept constant during active brood 
(Stalidszans, Bilinksis, & Berzonis, 2002), (Dunham, 1931). “All the period, except 
for the broodless one, demonstrates high thermal discipline…” (Stalidzans & 
Berzonis, 2013). 

The method to detect what the queen is doing, and if there is brood present, are 
commonly temperature sensors in hive. In Table 2, there are several device makers 
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which have temperature as their source of information. A possible alternative or 
complementary way to analyze the queen’s behavior is to analyze sound. 

3.1.2 Detecting Swarms 
To get an idea of the sound used for detecting a swarm, search for “Piping Queen” 
on YouTube, as example see the footnote URL8. Different hardware has different 
capabilities, two that have sound detection OSBEEHIVES and BEESMART.  

3.1.3 Detecting Robbery 
The weight of the scale can be used to detect robbery. Logically if the beehive have 
been lifted up, which can be seen in a graph/data of the weight, it can be done by an 
authorized person or by someone else. This drop of weight can be analyzed 
manually, or by machine and could end up in an alarm. For example, SMSSCALES 
is a product available for the purpose of sending alarms (Optical LTD, 2018).  Also, 
Broodminder, BeeSmart and Arnia can detect this weight drop. 

3.1.4 Detecting foraging 
The beekeeper’s outcome from the bees are mainly honey (Connor, 2015). Honey 
are produced by the bees and can be considered an increasing amount of weight in 
the hive. Using a scale with logging capabilities, or even alarms for certain levels of 
weight is useful for the beekeeper since, the beehive need to be extended to get 
more room for fresh honey.  

“ It would be fun to know when the amount of honey increases” Anonymous 
beekeeper 2018. To get a better understanding of this, logging of weight is needed, 
as well as presentation of the data packed in an easy to use solution. 

3.1.5 Detecting critical level of food during winter 
None of the listed hardware manufacturers (see Table 2) describes winter as a key 
point of interest for the beekeeper. During a quantitative study during the winter of 
2018 the author of this thesis found beekeepers were interested in the weight of the 
hive, so better understand if extra feeding was needed. The results from Phillips, 
Blum, Brown, & Baurley (2014), identifies the need to know the status, especially 
the weight of the hive during the winter season.  

 
 
 

3.2 Other interesting findings in the field of IoT in beekeeping 
There are several existing networks for sharing data. A network with an interesting 
scientific approach is BeeInformed. “We gather huge amounts of data submitted by 
beekeepers to understand just two things: How many hives they lost last season and 
how they kept their bees during that season”. This must be understood in the 

                                                   
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYecvVhkpKI 
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context of diseases and health of bees. The bee informed network is covering USA 
and it’s an approach to gather data and make statistics. 

Another project based in USA, are the BeeCounted portal. Using The broodminder 
IoT devices, the data are gathered into MyBroodminder servers, and then from there 
it can be displayed into the beecounted map. The test described in this thesis are 
available in the portal. Weight and temperature are the typical data, and its 
presented as graphs. 

Another open source project called “hivetool” is using different hardware to run a 
software that’s an open source software. As hardware a Raspberry Pi or an old x86 
computer works out. This project is som modular it doesn't fit in the commercial 
systems in Table2.  

 

In Sweden, there “CAPAZ” scales in usage for several years, but there are some 
problems with keeping the scales active(Preben Kristiansen, Gaden nr3 2018). The 
scales can be seen using a web portal http://mybees.buzz/. The web interface shows 
data publicly. In the mybeez service, data is presented as daily graphs, and there is 
an interface to view a graph over the last month or year. The reason to use CAPAZ 
scales was a decision based on the quality of the alternatives on the market, today 
there are more alternatives (P.  Kristiansen, personal communication, August 14, 
20´18).  

3.3 Technological approach 
Technology helps users, but an understanding of the different technological aspects 
are often helpful for a user. Problems and techniques related to energy, sensors and 
communication are described in the following chapters. 

3.3.1  Energy 
Using electronic device implies the usage of electric energy, often stored in 
batteries. The energy to charge batteries need to come from some other source like 
solar panel or connected to the electric grid using a power adapter. This is a field of 
research itself an is not taken into consideration. 

An interesting concept, applicable in software/algorithms is to limit the numbers of 
readings, if there are no idea of observing with higher frequency. “These readings 
correspond to the four weight levels of interest every day…” (Fitzgerald, Muphy, 
Wright, Whelan, & Popovici, 2015) 

Using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is another technique in the field of IoT devices, 
where BLE are using less energy that traditional BlueTooth or WiFi transmitters, 
since it transmits only when needed. 

3.3.2 Measurement sensors – load cells 
Load Cells is a common technique to measure weight, or actually mechanical 
pressure due to gravity of earth. The load cell is made of a material that moves when 
the pressure(weight) is attached and moves back when its detached. One used 
technology is a “resistive strain gauge” in the load cell, which makes it possible to 
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measure the resistance (Ohm) of the cell. Using a greater quantity of cells and 
connect them for example in half-Wheatstone bridge will make a good comparative 
value. (Fitzgerald, Muphy, Wright, Whelan, & Popovici, 2015, p. 3)  

One important aspect when working with load cells are the temperature and 
humidity around the cell, which will make the value to change for the same load on 
the load cell, meaning that the same weight will give different measurement values, 
with different conditions. The outdoor weather conditions change over time and 
must be taken into consideration when designing load cell systems (Fitzgerald, 
Muphy, Wright, Whelan, & Popovici, 2015, p. 3). 

To get values as digits, like 5000 indicating 5kg using a resolution of 1g, a 
conversion from the load cell to a digital value is needed. The conversion is called 
Analog to Digital Conversion (ADC) and is normally done by a dedicated electronic 
circuit. ADC circuits are standardized, and one interesting characteristic of ADC 
converters are the resolution, defining how detailed values the ADC will provide as 
output.  

 

3.3.3 Communication 
All IoT devices implement some sort of Internet connectivity. The technique used 
varies, but a general overview are the device or “thing” need to communicate to the 
network servers called “Internet” in the “IoT — Internet of Things”. There are 
multiple techniques used, including WLAN, Bluetooth, Mobile Internet, Fiber 
Broadband etc. 

WLAN or Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) is an important technique to transfer data, typically 
over TCP/IP protocol to the internet. The WLAN is wireless and is used to get rid of 
cables to devices.  Typical range varies with conditions, typically 20-100m range, 

Bluetooth is a short distance technique like Wi-Fi, but with shorter range and 
different protocols. The range are probably 5-15 m. An interesting extension used in 
this project are BLE, Bluetooth Low Energy, a part of Bluetooth version 4. BLE 
aims to consume less power by only transmitting when something needs to be 
transmitted (Chen, Cheng, & Lin, 2017). 

Mobile broadband, using 4G(LTE) or 3G using some older techniques are typically 
used for mobile users, todays expansion of number of smartphones, makes this 
technique big, but it has some limitations. Many users often imply less capacity due 
to sharing of capacity(bandwidth).  

Fiber-optic broadband are delivered using fiber optic cables, where light is used as 
carrier (instead of electricity in copper wires). The main advantage of the technique 
is the bandwidth, the distance, and the short response times (propagation delay). If 
fiber optic broadband is available, it is the most stable and reliable communication 
method to use. 
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ADSL is an alternative, using telephone lines (copper pair cables), it will be 
sufficient for collecting data for these types of IoT devices. In the end it doesn't 
matter how you connect IoT devices to the Internet, as long as it's connected. 
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4 Survey of beekeepers needs 
“As a beginner, you often do not know what you do not know” Anonymous 
respondent in the questionnaire in this thesis.  

This chapter covers a quantitative study, done in the end of March 2018. It was done 
as an electronic form using Google Form, and the participants are members of the 
Facebook group “Beekeepers — Biodlare”.  

4.1 Background of respondents 
The results from the study of beekeeper’s habits and requests had 222 respondents. 
48,2% were new beekeepers, 44,6% was experienced beekeepers, 5,4% professional 
beekeepers and 1,8% didn’t have bees yet. This means the results of the study 
corresponds to mainly “nonprofessional” beekeepers.  

  
Figure 2 - Survey, how experienced are you as a beekeeper? 

 

The following question, “How many beehives do you have?” corresponds to the 
assumption that professional beekeepers have more hives (50+), but also non-
professional beekeepers can have 50+ hives. In Q1 there was 12 “professional” and 
in Q2 there was 27 with “50+ hives.”  

2 %

48 %45 %

5 %

How experienced are you as a beekeeper ?

I do not have any bees so far Beginner

Experienced beekeeper Professional beekeeper
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Figure 3 - Survey, how many hives do you have? 

 

4.2 How often do beekeepers visit their hives? 
An interesting aspect of IoT is a user (or computer/AI) can watch/observe 
something without the user actually doing something. The questions about how 
often the beekeeper visits the beehive was divided into 2 questions, separated by 
“low season”, probably winter and “high season” probably summer. Since the bees 
are acting as response to nature, and weather conditions, it’s not practical to have 
exact dates when the different seasons/episodes of a “bee year” starts/ends. 

During low season, beekeepers was visiting hives Every month (49,1%), biweekly 
(17,6%), Weekly (9,9%), Daily (1,8%). The rest was different answers, the idea was 
to not disturb the bees, just check the hives outer conditions are in good shape.  

During high season, there is more activity than during low season. Weekly (55,4%), 
biweekly (25,7%), daily (9,5%), monthly (3,8%). The other answers were “every 
10th day” and depending on conditions, distances etc. 

4.3 How does the beekeeper get data about what actions needed? 
This question gave a clear image of how the work is done today. Manual 
inspection is the main method (93,2%) used.  Following other beekeepers using 
Social Media/ Blogs etc. is important (37,4%). Note the bias of collecting 
respondents on a social media group for this questionnaire. A traditional way are 
also to follow a beekeepers paper (“Bitidningen”) or messages from the local bee 
community.  

Using a scale under the hive was selected by 3 respondents (1,4%). Other responses 
were “using own experience or a mentor’s experience”. 

2 %
24 %

40 %

22 %

12 %

How many beehives do you currently hold?

None 1-2 3-10 10+ 50+
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4.4 What information are beekeepers missing today? 
This question gave some interesting answers, to note for the bias that the responses 
was collected during a time of year when the level of food in hive(weight) is 
important to follow. 

Table 3- What information are beekeepers missing? 

Decrease of weight during winter season 40,6% 84/207 
Warning for swarming 33,8% 70/207 
Nothing 26,6% 55/207 
If there is an active brood 21,7% 45/207 
Increase of weigh in hive 17,4% 36/207 

 

Other responses were about sound, checking that hives stand up, diseases, in-hive 
status and weather conditions etc. Specific disease like “varroa destructor” or 
localizing the bees.   

In the open question corresponding to the structured question about “what 
information are you missing today”, 91 responses was delivered. The response was 
different, but “Svärmvarning” is “warning for swarms”, can be found in Table 3 as 
well. Other top words are “the queen bee” (drottningen), “increase of weight” 
(viktökning) which was answered in the previous question, see table 3.  

Interesting two words that are keywords for this project are “information” 
(information) and “the hive” (kupan).  

4.5 What do beekeepers think of sharing information 
There were 220 responses to the questions “How positive are you to sharing 
information from your beehives to other beekeepers?”.  The weight of the responses 
was that the beekeepers was positive to share information. See figure 4, there are 
those individuals that are not that positive to share their information, and a comment 
was “I don’t want to share with other beekeepers, rather share with a group of 
researchers”.  “What helps other, helps me”, “It would be interested to see what 
happens in the hives in nearby regions “are some responses. It can be considered 
“knowledge economy”, where the knowledge and information become valuable, 
like steel, or food (Brinkley, 2006).  

 

 “We have a Facebook group in our local beekeeper’s association, with active 
discussion concerning different diverse subjects”.” I like face to face discussions”, 
“I'm active in forums” are responses that empowers till will to share information. 
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Figure 4 - Survey, how positive are you to share information? 

 

 

4.6 What platforms are used by end users? 
215 answers about what platforms used, multiple answers were allowed. 
Smartphone was the most popular platform, but all 3 platforms are important, since 
all have many potential users.  This is important to understand, since the users need 
to be able to use the platform using the most suitable device. In the “CAPAZ” 
project with scales online, one important point was the ability to use the UI on 
Smartphones and tablets (P.  Kristiansen, personal communication, August 14, 
20´18). 

Table 4 - What platforms are used by users? 

Smartphone 186 of 215 86,5% 
Computer 147 of 215, 68,4% 
Tablet 110 of 215 51,2% 

 

4.7 Other responses from the beekeepers 
An open question was about what beekeepers think is interesting in the field of 
using sensors in the beekeeping field. There were 126 answers, with keywords like 
“app”, “smartphone”, “temperature”, “weight”, “remote monitoring”, “theft warning 
“pre-swarm warning”, “easy to use/connect”, “great to check during season when 
it’s cold outside”, “varroa”.  
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5 Testing of existing technological solutions 
This chapter describes the “hands on” part of this thesis, where a test are setup with 
existing solutions. Technology of the acquired solution is tested in a technological 
perspective, and users are interviewed to get their opinions of this test. 

Two existing solutions was tested. First, weight and temperature sensor were 
installed and tested in a real hive situation, called “onlinekupan”. Secondly and an 
app capturing sound with a smartphone, and analyses using AI was tested.  

This chapter will provide a description and analysis of these tools from an end-user 
perspective. Five interviews were performed with existing beekeepers to test these 
tools and get feedback about their interest, problems and needs. 

5.1 Test 1: Weight and temperature sensors 
The test is aiming to have a system that fills everything for data capture to 
presentation. It consists of 2 sensor devices; temperature sensor(s) and a scale under 
the hive. The hardware used is manufactured by Broodminder. The manufacturer of 
the hardware also provides a web platform with password protected 
analytics/dashboard and a public a web interface and some Smartphone apps. As an 
bonus there are also possible to show a public webpage or portal used to show all 
similar devices globally. The public webpage can be used for the social sharing and 
be presented as an embedded part of a webpage, a link in social media, or as a 
public display. 

There are many projects that have focused on different technologies to harvest data, 
to build sensors. Since the focus of this thesis is not in building hardware, an out of 
the box hardware was chosen. 

The hardware was first tested in indoor conditions, using bottles as test object on the 
scale and the variation over time of temperature in a room to test the readings was 
working.  

  
 

 

Figure 5 - Onlinekupan before devices was mounted      
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5.1.1 Components of the prototype 
The prototype consists of pre-built components. From Broodminder LLC a scale 
and temperature sensors were bought to have established hardware to use. The scale 
should be mounted as described by the manufacturer. The scale and temperature 
sensors are powered by small battery (CR2032), estimated to last for “well over a 
year” (BroodMinder World Headquarters, 2018).  The level of power in the batteries 
are monitored with the same technique as the weight and temperatures.  

 
Figure 6 - The main part of the scale, before mounting 

 

 
The components used, see Figure 6, are storing measurement values locally in the 
device. The device is using BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) for communication, a way 
to connect IoT devices, and saving power, to extend battery lifetime (Chen, Cheng, 
& Lin, 2017). Devices that are used for reading data from the measurement devices 
must then use Bluetooth for wireless communication. There are three prebuilt apps 
from Broodminder. 

The physical part of this IoT device, are shown in figure 8 where the scale is 
mounted under the hive, in a straight position according to instruction from 
manufacturer. On the site, an Android tablet (see figure 9), equipped with SIM card 
slot for enabling mobile internet access used for communicating to the Broodminder 
servers, see Figure 10. An important thing is to manually upload/sync data, even if 
the data is stored in the devices, it’s not available online if it’s not synced/uploaded. 
This issue can be solved by adding a device for this purpose, to reduce the need of 
manual work.  
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5.1.2 Apps in the prototype 
 

  
Figure 7 Screenshots from app. The 3 apps(iOS), The Broodminder app(for field usage) and the Apiary 
app (for communication) 

 

The first app, “BroodMinder” are mainly for reading measures on field Fuller 
(personal communication, April 30 2018). There are features for note taking, like 
“Inspection” or “Add Equipment”. Other features include syncing of data and Real 
Time measurement, Hive calibration, Time sync, email database. This app is not 
recommended by Broodminder if the goal is to push data to the cloud. 

The Second app “Apiary” is an app designed as a communication gateway, where 
devices are listed, and account info for Broodminder servers are entered. This app is 
used for communication in the prototype. The issue not working is automatic 
syncing, support recommends different app to automate “clicking” in the active 
device Fuller (personal communication, April 30 2018). 

 

The third app “Cell” is an app to configure a device “Broodminder -cell”, an  IoT 
gateway, with battery, solar cell etc, that automatically uploads data to Broodminder 
cloud servers. It replaces the usage of the “Apiary app” and could be considered a 
next step in this prototype.  
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Figure 8 - The scale mounted under “Onlinekupan”, close-up and side view 

  

 
Figure 9 - Onlinekupan, Tablet (running Apiary app) + 3G network used for communication 
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Figure 10 - Uploading data from IoT devices to server, using Apiary app, photo taken during night. 

5.1.3 Web application/portal 
The administrative user that is the same as the user uploading data can assign other 
users in the Broodminder web application to see the data represented as graphs. The 
logic on the web application are presented as different levels of object and access, 
see Table 5. A registered user (free of charge) can be assigned read rights for an 
apiary. Single hives are only separated as objects, but the user rights are not specific 
to hives. 
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Figure 11- Interface for the administrative user 

 
 
 
 

Table 5 - Broodminder hierarchy for applying  user rights 

Global 
Broodminder 
web 
app/database 

    

 
Apiary: 
“biodlarna.ax” 

   

  
Hive: 
“Onlinekupan” 

  

   
Sensor1 Scale    
Sensor2 Outside 

Temperature 
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Sensor3 Inhive 

Temperature    
Sensor4 Inhive 

Humidity    
Sensor5 Battery1    
Sensor 
6 

Battery2 
  

Another Hive 
  

   
Sensor Scale Weight    
Sensor Outside 

temperature    
Sensor Battery  

Another apiary 
   

  
Hive in another 
apiary 

  

   
Sensor Inhive 

Temperature    
Sensor Inhive 

Humidity    
Sensor Battery 

 

In the test there are measurement for Weight, Temperature both inhive and outside, 
Humidity in hive and Battery level of the two devices installed in the hive. The 
devices are called “Broodminder TH” (Temperature and Humidity) and 
“Broodminder W” (Weight). Figure 12-15 shows the graphs provided in the user 
interface for a registered user with access. The first graph of interest is the weight of 
the hive, in figure 12 a graph can be seen, where the sudden increase in weight (May 
8) is the attaching of the scale under the hive. The data before that are just test data, 
but it can be seen that different weight gives different results. In May16 a box of 
empty frames (for harvesting of honey) was added, this was not done by the author 
but controlled by anther experienced beekeeper. 
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Figure 12 - Web Interface, showing the weight of the scale for a registered user 

The temperature inside (green line) the hive and outside the hive (black lines) can be 
seen in Figure 13. The bees have the ability to cool down the hive using their wings 
to circulate air. Since the air is colder during night, the inside temperature will be 
affected. It can be seen different outside temperatures. The temperature sensor is 
probably not mounted in a position to be able to give values that can be analyzed in 
the health context “brood zone”. 

 
Figure 13 - Graph over Temperature inside hive and outside 

The Humidity is also interesting in the honey production. An assumption that higher 
levels of humidity gives more honey can be tested, but it’s not a part of this study. 
In Figure 14 a graph of Humidity inside the hive is shown. There is some guidance 
for the user where the “normal” zone is marked as grey backgrounds stripe/zone. 
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Figure 14 - UI,  Graph over Humidity 

 

Another graph similar to the other presented are the “Batter Charge” graph, seen in 
Figure 15. Variation can be seen in the voltage level, and this information is useful 
to have a better understanding of when to replace batteries. The surrounding 
temperature is relevant to voltage levels, so a full test during winter time would be 
good to extend this test with. 

 
Figure 15 - UI, Graph over Battery Charge 

5.1.4 Public user interface 
A feature of Broodminder is the ability to share data. There are two main user 
interfaces for that. The first are a general service aiming to solve problems by 
gathering data.  

“Advances in technology are making precision agriculture an important element of all animal 
husbandry and beekeeping should be no different. We are gathering data from thousands across the 
United States and the world. This data that we are sharing with the public will enable us to better 
understand our honeybees and improve outcomes.” (BEECOUNTED, 2018). 

There are maps like the one presented in Figure 16, showing where apiaries are 
located and if the user click on the marker, information about the hive are displayed 
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Figure 16 - screenshot of a map from beecounted service. 

 

By clicking on the hive id, there is a link leading to graph showing the hives “public 
portal”, with graphs like figure 17. 

 
Figure 17 - Screenshot, detail view from Beecounted, showing graphs. 
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Another approach is the “last 7 days” or “30 days”, which are explained in the FAQ 
for BroodMinder, under a question “Can I embed my graphs on my website?”. The 
provided user interface is shown in Figure 18. The link (URL) was posted in a group 
on Facebook with local beekeepers, and the response was that this would be nice to 
have publicly available on the association's website. This is implemented as 
“Onlinekupan”9 where the public data are shown on Ålands beekeepers 
Associations website.  

Both the “last 7 days”, Figure 18 and Beecounted graphs, Figure 17 are public 
information. There is a setting for making the information private in paid 
subscription mode. Also, the placement on the map doesn’t seem to work 
automatically by using postal address of the hives. This issue is reported. 

Another feedback from the local beekeepers was to make sort of public display of 
the data.  This can be arranged by using a big screen with the webpage showing in 
full-screen mode.  

 

 
Figure 18 - Website for Onlinekupan, for sharing using a specific URL 

 

  

                                                   
9 http://www.biodlarna.ax/onlinekupan/ 
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5.2 Results from test1 
Test1 consists of a scale mounted under a hive and a temperature sensor inside the 
hive. The values are stored in the device on site (one sample per hours) and then 
read using an app to upload data to servers accessible on the internet. Blueetotth are 
used for communicating with the measurement device. The information provided 
via the communication app is public and available online. To use “MyBroodminder” 
service, the  hardware need to be from Broodminder Inc.  

To truly evaluate the product itself, more test of how the competitive product works 
is needed. None of the commercially available products do have the same 
announced support for sharing data (, such as Broodminder has), which is central to 
user needs according to the response from the 222 users asked about sharing.  

 
All the testing was done during the spring 2018, the devices was mounted for data 
capture of temperature, weight of a hive. Manual work was needed to get data 
available on presentation platform. The presentation of data was in the form of a 
website. The website works on a smartphone/tablet or desktop computer, see Figure 
19. In Figure 19, the graph for hive temperature are displayed, where there are two 
temperature sensors used to capture data, displayed in a single graph. There are 
other graphs, displaying weight, battery charge etc. Since the respondents in the 
questionnaire pointed out the need for using different platforms, using smartphone 
for testing is required. 

5.2.1 Reflections 
A reflection from setting up this test is that it might sound simple, but to really 
know what data are presented, its essential to test, read values, do more test and see 
that the same pattern occurs. About hardware, the ability to have automatic 
reading/synchronization/publication is essential to have sustainable data capture. In 
the beginning its interesting to visit the hives and the place, but one thing that this 
type of solution would need to serve is automatic data availability to do fewer 
physical visits. The reason in not to do fewer activities in general, but to do the 
activities in better time. 

When trying to show data to users, its essential to have it easily available, so using a 
public webpage is the best way found. Users tend to don’t want to register in yet 
another service. One user actually said, “I have a special account for registering in 
different services, can I use that”. 

Using BLE have some limitations, especially when the temperature sensor is inside 
a beehive, made of insulation materials. The latency to get values from the device 
varies, but the scale, under the hive works the best  during the test period. 
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Figure 19 - Screenshot from test UI, on a smartphone, the web platform uses responsive design 

The test was also followed by interviews, see chapter 5.4. 
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5.3 Test 2: Hive sound analysis  
The second test is a first step to see what users might think of a free of charge app 
“OsBeehives Beekeeping App”. The idea is to use sound captured using the 
microphone of the smartphone to analyze a hive using AI, and then provide 
feedback to teach an AI (Artificial Intelligence) cluster, “ever learning”.  

 
Figure 20 - Feedback loop for OsBeehives, AI 

5.3.1 The free of charge app 
To start use the app, a user must register, then the recording can start, the app need 
to have right to use microphone on the device.  Countdown of 5 seconds are shown, 
so the user can place the device attached to the hive, and a 15-second recording are 
done. The data are then analyzed using AI, and a result is shown “Your bees are 
healthy”. Then the user can fill in the form with, type of hive, species etc and share 
back information to the AI knowledge. This app is not tested in this thesis, to 
investigate accuracy of the AI powered analyze. There are no  information regarding 
accuracy to be found from the provider.  
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Figure 21 - OsBeehives App. Analyzing sound from the beehive using a smartphone and AI for 
analysis 

A short evaluation session was held using the app, on different phones/hives. The 
users were voluntary and interested in technology. The process worked as supposed. 
Testing with an empty hive recorded resulted in “your bees sound collapsed”. If a 
user had the microphone in the “open air”, due to usage error, the result was 
“collapsed”. It’s important to follow the instructions, to have the microphone 
against the hive for optimal data collection conditions. 

5.3.2 Results from test2 
 

Test2 was an app analyzing sound of a beehive. It’s a low-cost prototype and was 
tested for the ability to detect swarms. To see if the swarm warning works for real, a 
real swarm must happen, that haven’t happened during testing so far. 

The test was done in field, by real users having a smartphone. No one was refused 
because they didn’t have a smartphone. The user was guided to install an app, 
register and do a test. Since the microphone of the smartphone was used to gather 
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sound data, the placement of the microphone near the bees is important. If the user 
didn’t do that correct, the analysis from the AI used to the app was “collapsed”. This 
was a user error; the user needs to have the method clear. Once the user did the data 
collecting as instructed from the app, the result corresponded to the state of the hive. 
This was “fun”, but it needs to be used frequently to have any real impact.  

Since there is no monitoring in this prototype, there is no real swarm warning 
system, but adding an artifact, monitoring can be done. This device needed is 
ordered but not yet tested, since it’s not installed in any hive. 

 

5.3.3 BuzzBox 
There is a hardware doing like OsBeehives app, that can be installed permanently to 
a hive, called “BuzzBox” (OSBEEHIVES, 2018).  The device utilizes Wi-Fi to 
connect to Internet and upload data to OsBeehives servers. It includes solar panels 
and “easy installation”. It measures Temperature and sound in the hive and it is 
analyzed using AI.  

The Hive states supported are several: 

• Healthy	
• Collapsed	
• Pre-Swarm	
• Swarming	
• Missing Queen	
• Queen Hatching	
• Dormant	
• Varroa	
• Wax Moth	

This solution is not yet tested in the project, since it’s not delivered yet. Using 
Artificial Intelligence to analyze the sound will produce an alert system. According 
to an manufacturers FAQ10, there are good accuracy, except for the “Missing Queen 
state”. However, s statement from a team member(Lead Data scientist according to 
user info in FAQ) in a FAQ is not the same as a test report with a wide scientific 
study of the accuracy or results using the BuzzBox. There is no test of this solution 
in this thesis. 

 

 
 

  

                                                   
10 https://community.osbeehives.com/t/buzzbox-ai-faq-current-status/629/11 
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5.4  What do users think? Interview with users tested “onlinekupan” 
A small number of interviews was conducted to see the reactions of beekeepers to 
the tested technologies. The participant was selected based on their interest to 
participate, and availability to take part of a demo of what’s available in the test. 
There were people asked to participate, who declined. All participant was found on 
meetings with the local bee foundation.  

The semi structured interviews started with a presentation of the tools with an 
overview of the hardware, and then a look at the user interface and public user 
interface. The participants were all present during meetings at the beekeeper club 
house, where the hive with demo equipment are placed nearby, the hive can be seen 
and inspected easily to have high credibility. The users were provided with 
hardware if needed. The interviews were held during the end of May, when there 
were activities in the hives, and the bees were actively collecting nectar to produce 
honey, the weight was increasing during this time. An important aspect given by 
P.  Kristiansen (personal communication, August 14, 2018) is the need of good 
knowledge in beekeeping to have the ability to benefit from information.  

The diversity of the participants is both male/female, different ages, both beginners 
and experienced and professional beekeepers. All the participants used their 
smartphone to show data on their own device. 

 

Interview 1: Hobby beekeeper since 10+ years, retired teacher.  

This participant was interested of how the system works, how does the UI 
look, what can a user do? The graphs are interesting to follow and compared to 
weather, and nature. To follow the productivity of honey is interesting to have 
better understanding of what decisions to make.  The UI of the internal platform has 
one advantage the “honey productivity graph”, but the public UI is good enough to 
have a better understanding. How can this information be publicly displayed, like a 
sign or something?  

 

Interview 2: Hobby beekeeper 5 years, works in care industry. 

 In this interview the participant was interested in graphs and liked to analyze the 
graphs. Note taking was discussed in context to actions taken with the hive like 
“added box” “harvested box”, “removed queen” etc. To get better understanding of 
the specific data from one hive, something to compare to would be good, more 
hives with logging, maybe in different places would be nice. The data need to be 
automatically uploaded so the user interface is always updated. An interesting 
project! 

 

Interview 3: Beginner beekeeper, biologist, 
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This participant like graphs and understands the actual point with collecting and 
analyzing data. The health of the bees and the development of the hive is interesting. 
To follow the hive during winter would also be interesting to know if the bees need 
food and if the brood is active. The participant points out that it’s important to have 
the data updated without delays. Is there a need for many online hives? 

 

 

 

Interview 4: Professional beekeeper during the last 5 years 

Being a professional in the agriculture industry makes this participant used to have 
IoT devices to have better understanding of the current situation in the nature and 
fields. Using local weather conditions to make decisions of what actions to take is 
proven effective in other part of agriculture. The weight of the hive is central for this 
beekeeper today, so using electronic devices to automatically record data would be 
natural. Having many hives make how many data collection hives needed, 
relevant. Winter losses are something central to avoid, so following the hive during 
winter season would be good. The economic value this data gives are probably 
higher than the price of some devices.  

 

Interview 5: Beginner beekeeper, 1 hive, 

This participant is interested in following the nature, follow the bees, see the bees 
almost as pets. Due to relatively small experience from beekeeping, it's not easy to 
understand graphs, and help with interpreting graphs was discussed. The price tag 
for these devices was asked, and the idea to have a device like this was not refused 
by the price listed by the manufacturer. 

 

Interview 6: 2 year as beekeeper. 

This participant was unsure if the data would give better understanding, and didn't 
think it would work during winter, with cold climate and batteries. Not that 
interested in this current system but interested in the general development of 
beekeeping. 

 

5.4.1 Usability 
The users didn’t have much to compare to, so the diagrams shown was better than 
nothing. But some explanation was needed, like “box added, weight increased 4kgs 
directly”. The users probably need to consume the information in an environment 
where they can analyze the information or, analyzes in group, since there is no 
automatic analysis done. Having more than one hive online would be good, i.e. for 
comparing different hives and different locations/nature. The units displayed are 
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“lbs.”, which make it harder to compare to other things measured in kilogram (kg). 
This can be done by adding the users as registered users and log in to the portal 
where a user can set what unit to be displayed.   

5.4.2 Added value 
The test with “onlinekupan” do add value to analyze the hive, the bees and what a 
beekeeper need to do as actions.  

• Displaying how much the weight increased	
• Displaying temperature and humidity and variations	
• Displaying the level of food during winter	
• Ability to see if the queen is active, due to temperature of brood.	

 

5.4.3 Problems with test 1 
There are some aspects that need to be fixed. The first is to provide data more 
frequently, which can be done by adding a specific device for that purpose, in the 
test manual work was needed to transfer data.  

The second problem is the unit used in the user interface. In the whole world except 
USA we are used to metric units like kilogram (kg) instead of pounds (lbs.).  

The idea to add comments to the graphs, or to what the beekeeper is doing would be 
good for documentation and analysis of the graphs. Its included in the tested product 
but not used by the responsible beekeeper. The outcome of the data provided is all 
about users’ habits and understanding. 

To have a better understanding of users needs, more test users are needed. Probbaly 
there are a need for more measurement units as well. In a previous project in 
Sweden using “CAPAZ” scales there was problems that user didn’t know about the 
project, or they didn’t use the information.   

 

5.5 Improvements on the presentation of information 
Based on the interviews in section 5.4 there are some needs that need to have further 
work.  

To make a clear view of the hives change in weight by nature, without human hands 
adding/removing weight to the box, a graph showing the weight without suddenly 
+3kg when the beekeeper adds a box of frames. Adding boxes with frames is done 
to have more space for bees to place honey in. The box itself is not that interesting, 
since it will be removed during harvest and does not consist of honey or food for 
bees.  

 

5.5.1 Improvements/Mockups – graphs 
To make better understanding, and present the data interesting by the user, a graph 
were data are processed and calculations compensating for sudden changes in hive 
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weight due to human interaction with the hive, is needed. The “Honeybee 
productivity” graph is available if a user of MyBroodminder service pays for the 
service, as a “Premium plan”.  

A term used in other disciplines are Biomass (Bracmort, 2015), where the artefacts 
added by humans are not included. In terms of beekeeping, hives, frames, etc. that’s 
not added by the bees are interesting. The reason is simple, the weight produced by 
the bees are central to understand health, productivity and potential problem. In the 
other hand, during wintertime with low level of activity, the bee colony need to use 
energy to keep the heat, to avoid death. 

 
Figure 22 - Two graphs, the upper consisting of raw weight as registered by the scale, and the lower 
showing the bees own increase/decrease of weight “Honeybee productivity” 

 

5.5.2 Improvements/Mockups – alarms 
An aspect that’s not covered in the test and is a need for improvement based on 
feedback from questionnaire and interviews are monitoring. The problem described 
is the data availability, meaning that the current state of a hive needs to be 
communicated and available. Since there is no active alert system tested, and users 
have a need for it, an idea is generally described in this mockup. In Figure 23 this 
mockup can be seen, and consist of a monitored beehive, an analysis and alarm 
logic and the user interface. Typical technology for sending alerts are using 
messages such as SMS, e-mail, or push notices. What type of messaging technology 
are not specified, since the technology are evolving and new systems/apps etc. are 
being introduced, an assumption is that the technique itself is not interesting, but it 
need to be a technique used by end users.  
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A primitive version of an alarm system is “SMS scales” by Optical LTD , 2018. The 
need for in-between servers are minimized using a scale that have the ability to send 
SMS alarms directly. The downside of not using a central solution are probably the 
data storing and public availability of data. 

An important factor to state is the number of sensors in an alarm system. One sensor 
mounted on one scale under one hive can only give information about that specific 
value, i.e. the weight of that beehive. Using many connected and presented in a 
portal such as MyBroodminder, gives the ability to compare values, and see general 
trends, rather than specific alarms of a specific hive. 

 
Figure 23 - Diagram describing an alarm system of beehives with users using different platforms 

 

5.5.3 Users opinions of the potentially added value to graphs and alarms 
 

There was an attempt to learn more from users opinions of the 2 suggested 
improvements. To get some feedback from potential users, a small group of users 
where selected based on their prior constructive feedback. 

The first discussion was concerning the “Honey bee productivity”, seen is Figure 22 
was judged to be more understandable, but it would be nice to not lose the original 
“raw graph”. Another opinion was that using the “honeybee productivity graph” and 
compare those between different hives/locations, it would be easy to see which hive 
have a positive development of the honey production, or where it could be time to 
take care of the harvest to not lose any harvest due to potential starvation. 

The second idea to have alarm systems as described in Figure 23, was considered 
interesting. Helping the beekeeper to react on swarms, using alarm system, 
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especially pre-swarm alarms would be useful. If the swarm can be detected a couple 
of days before swarming will happen, then it can be avoided/handled.   

Using alarms for low level of weight, describing low level of food during winter is 
especially interesting, especially thinking of beekeepers ever having problems with 
starvation during winter (probably when temperature outside is increasing and 
production of brood is started, it will be harmful if the temperature outside suddenly 
drops and the he bees in the hive need to keep the brood warm.) 

There was some constructive feedback about especially the alarm system, Figure 23, 
where an participant suggested simplifying the technology in the middle, so the 
hive, the communication and the user are shown.  

This is not to be considered as a wide study, aiming to answer how beekeepers like 
to have data presented, but it’s some suggestions with corresponding feedback. 
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6 Discussion and conclusions 
The research questions are answered, and a summary of findings are presented. 
Limitations and Future work are discussed. 

 
RQ1: What solutions are available in the field of IoT for Beekeeping?  

There are many contributions to the field. Many contributions to academic (see 
table1), but they can be categorized as contributions to science, I.e. not complete 
solution. The commercial solutions are not that spread in the population of 
(Swedish) beekeepers, but in a global scope, there are some more used solutions like 
broodminder. The data gathered are not stored in a standard format, this means each 
system has its own specifications. There are several commercial solutions, with 
different capabilities and approaches. Probably it would be good if there was some 
standard format to transfer data, sync between services.  

 
RQ2: What information from sensors do beekeepers think are important to know 
about their bees? 

Answer 2: In this study 222 beekeepers answered a questionnaire during winter 
time. The results are the following. Weight is interesting for food levels during 
winter and honey harvest during summer. Detection of swarming is useful 
information.  If the queen is active, laying eggs is also interesting for beekeepers. 
This type of information gives a good status indication of a hive.  

  

RQ3: How can information about beehives be presented in a way that satisfies 
beekeepers needs? 

The most important is availability, and update frequency of data. The reason for 
this statement is that data availability is the first step towards presentation and 
visualization. The less it relies on human factors, the better.  

Being able to share data are central, to make the data available to all users, as long 
as there is no need to restrict information. In this field, the position of the hives 
might be considered secret, since robbery might occur. In the interviews in this 
thesis there are no sign for that sort of problem.  

Also, number of measurement points (e.g. IoT scales) to have other measurement 
points to compare the data with is interesting, especially if general advices should 
be given based on the gathered information. In other part of agriculture, such as 
apple farmers, a method with IoT devices are used to provide data for a prediction 
algorithm that helps the user(farmer) to take best actions in the right time. This 
could be a future work in this field. 

The visualization is mostly done in graphs but could probably be done by analysis 
of data to gain recommendations of actions, maybe that the user could choose witch 
data sources to use for analysis.  
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 Using graphs like “honey bee productivity” will make it easier for beekeeper to 
extract information from just a raw weight graph. It is something useful as a general 
recommendation, based on facts(measurements) not just guessing or calendared 
activities.  

Adding alarm system(s) to the ecosystem of sensors will give better possibilities to 
be informed to be able to act in time. A potential problem is the amount of hives to 
cover, where a beekeeper with 20 hives would need 20 devices to get total alarm 
coverage. 

Moving from a system much like an EEG capture on a hospital, where experts 
attaches sensors, record data, another type of expert analyze the data and a third type 
of expert presents the data to the patient(users), would be necessary in the field of 
beekeeper’s usage of IoT. The previous research has focused mainly on datalogging, 
but since a user will be using information about his/her beehives, the user is central, 
especially since the majority of the beekeepers are non-professionals. 

The issue with reading graphs can be helped by adding points of interest in the 
graphs. Interesting points (displayed as a line/zones in the diagram) could be critical 
winterweight, time to add more space (due to added weight). The different point of 
interest and especially critical value can be individual for each hive. 

Reflecting that the typical user; a beekeeper is not a data scientist, the 
presentation/visualization need to be ready “out of the box”.  

 

6.1 Summary 
From the results of this thesis it can be seen beekeepers are interested in the 
possibilities created by Internet of Things. There have been many contributions in 
the research but insufficient contributions in the field of user friendliness motivates 
need for more work. Visualization and availability of data are key questions for user 
friendliness.  

 
Since there are no standards for measurement data from beehives, there are different 
manufacturers/contributors that have their own system. If a standard format would 
be available, it would make it easier to interconnect different devices for 
visualization in single user interface. If data is available as streams in standardized 
API a user can use whatever solution found for visualization. 

There will be an economic issue with this type of technology, devices have a cost, 
and subscriptions have yearly cost. These devices provide information, which 
probably could be valuable not just for science but also economic. If a network of 
connected hives can be compared and analyzed, it can be used for consulting, to 
give advices from facts. In the questionnaire one response was “it would be nice to 
have a cheap… in each hive”. The response doesn’t say how many hives, at how 
distant locations, but gives a hint that the expenses is something one need to 
consider.  
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Beekeepers in general, are nature interested people and can see their bees as pets. 
Listening to bees on remote would probably be nice, having automatic analysis of 
the sound would make an alarm system, as the BuzzBox probably will do.  

Using weather data in combination with weight could serve as a good alarm system 
for bees during winter/spring for “need to feed”, and during summer season, “time 
for expansion” or “time to harvest”.  

However, all this data needs to be analyzed in the context of beekeeping. All 
beekeepers have different routines and details in their methods. An aspect to think 
about is described in this cite “Data from sensors are not useful if you can't take any 
action from them” Andersson (Personnel communication, April 21, 2018). 
Andersson means a beekeeper have no use of information, if there are no plans for 
actions, due to the information. 

Since there are majorities of beekeepers that non-professional, they will probably 
want to have the “relation to their bees”, using too much technology is probably not 
wanted, like having robots doing the actual beekeeping work. This can be called 
Cyber Physical Beekeeping and are explained by Zogovic, Mladenovic, & Rašić, 
2017, where the authors point out a seven layer of information from single bees to 
global bee population. 

Building system just for fun, is probably fun, but is it needed? This question is 
something to remember when designing systems. Will anyone use it, and will they 
have any use for it? Do the user have enough background information to understand 
the data presented? 

 

6.2 Limitations 
In this thesis project the test period is short. A full year would be good to fully see 
the technique works without problems, that the users could follow a hive during 
different phases, and maybe compare some data from last year. Number of users are 
not that many, so it would be good to have more users to have more feedback from 
the user group.  

Using only one point for data collection (one hive) is a weakness for a bigger 
diagnostic perspective.  For redundancy of a system, a single point of failure must 
be so adding more hives would probably be useful for better use of the information. 

6.3 Future work  

This project needs follow up, to see over time what happens. Investigating what 
happens to the actual users when they use this extra tool for their beekeeping would 
be necessary for proving it matters.  
 
Testing swarm warning in real world circumstances could be a part of the future of 
this project. Detecting Pre-Swarm are a feature wanted by respondents of the initial 
questionnaire and encouraged by feedback group. Listening on the sound gives a 
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good hint of what is going on, using computer power to analyze sound will make a 
trigger for an alarms system. 

Incorporating weather forecasts could also be a part of the data used to analyze what 
actions suitable, such as add space to the hive or harvest honey.  

In the field of honeybee queen rearing, there could probably be more work done, 
where IoT, are used for collecting data, and maybe also some of the actions could be 
done by servos. 

To have better ability to use data from different places with different sets of 
hardware a standardization of data format is needed. 

Using a couple of sensors to make general advices could be an future work, to have 
the ability to make advices based on local measurements.  
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Appendix 1 – Questionnaire  
 

Q1: How experienced are you as a beekeeper? (In Swedish; Hur erfaren är du 
som biodlare?)    

 I have no bees (yet) 
 Beginner 
 Beekeeper with some experience 
 Professional beekeeper 

Q2: How many hives do you currently have?  

 None 
 1-2 
 3-10 
 10+ 
 50+ 

Q3: How often do you visit your hives during summer (high activity level) 
season? 

 Every day 
 Every week 
 Every other week 
 Every month 
 Other: 

 

Q4: How often do you visit your hives during winter (low activity level) season? 

 Every day 
 Every week 
 Every other week 
 Every month 
 Other: 

Q5: What method do you use for collecting information before decision 
making? 

 I don’t control the progress in the beehives 
 I do manual inspection 
 I follow the common advices (Bee Magazines, Mailing lists etc.) 
 I follow other beekeepers using Social Media/Internet 
 I have a scale under the hive 
 Other: 
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Q6: What information do you think is missing today? 

 None 
 Warning for swarms 
 Increase of weight of the hive 
 Decrease of weight of the hive, during winter season 
 If the queen is productive, if there is any brood in the hive 
 Other:  

 Could you please elaborate Q6? 

 

Q7 How positive are you to sharing data from your hives? 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1= I don’t want to share any information 

5= I like to share all available information 

 

 Could you please elaborate Q7? 

 

 

Q8: What platforms do you use? 

 Desktop Computer 
 Smartphone 
 Tablet 

 

Q9: What would you think could be interesting in the usage of sensors in the 
beekeeping area? 

 

 Other comments: 

  


